Jewish Records Indexing - Poland
“Next Generation Project”

JRI-Poland.org is proud to announce the “Next Generation Project” - the most significant
advancement in our history, aimed at efficiently managing our burgeoning database, and provide
researchers with a more seamless and satisfying user experience.

“We will create and upgrade JRI-Poland systems through
a new website and a new data management system.
We are reinvesting in our future to establish dramatic new
inter-connectivity between our researchers and records.”
New Website
A ground-up rebuild designed specifically to address the growing needs of our researchers
• Timely updates on record acquisitions and availability via the website and email announcements
• New search interface designed with filters and mapping of results to maximize productivity
• Personal researcher work space tracking favorite and recent searches and towns of interest
• Consolidated “Learning Center” as a invaluable reference as research progresses

New Data Management System
A central master control system to manage data, organize efforts and researcher interests

• Increased efficiency in collecting and uploading data with version tracking for updates
• Advanced tracking of all record sources, extractions, projects and town fundraising goals
• Quickly determine if we have records and sources of interest pertaining to researcher inquiries
• Time saving tools for data managers, area coordinators, team leaders and extractors

We have raised sufficient funds to satisfy round 1 of development from the development team with
whom we have contracted. The “Next Generation Project” is a continuing commitment to our
future as new technologies emerge and researchers needs evolve. Round 2 of fundraising will ensure
we meet our goals to complete the launch of our system within the coming year.
No words can adequately convey the impact of this investment on the research of Jewish records of
Poland. With your generous support we will catapult JRI-Poland light years ahead within a
relatively short time. Donate at JRI-Poland.org: Select “Next Generation Project” as Allocation.

Please help make a huge difference in the future of JRI-Poland.org
$180,000

Round 1 completed: $180,000 raised

$180,000

Round 2 began August 2019

For more information on making an impactful contribution, contact NextGeneration@JRI-Poland.org

